WINTER
IN
OSLO
Reporting from VIPeace 2018
From 8 to 12 December, BBT Online was invited to attend VIPeace 2018. This large
famtrip – organised by VisitOslo during the Nobel Peace Prize weekend – is meant to
showcase the many qualities of the Norwegian capital (and the European Green Capital
of 2019) for meetings and incentives. Our journalist landed in a wintery Oslo. The first
major snow had just fallen and the Christmas markets were already open. Four days in
a versatile winter wonderland: a perfect way to end an eventful year.
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Vigelandpark under a snowy blanket

The Oslo harbour at sunset

Edvard Munch’s The Scream, a a room in the “worst bar in the world” and a view on the ice skating rink at the Christmas market

O

slo was the only Scandinavian capital I had never
visited before. So when the opportunity to attend
this famtrip arrived, I immediately registered. It
quickly turned out that it would be cheaper and more
convenient for me to come one day earlier – flights
and hotelwise. That made me even happier. I arrived in
a city covered in a blanket of fresh white snow, with a
day and a half of free time to enjoy – and determined
to make good use of it. After a quick stroll to the Royal
Palace, I went straight for the Christmas market set
up around the Spikersuppa ice skating rink. I treated
myself to a moose burger and a cup of mulled wine,
and got into the early holiday spirit.
An hour later – at 3.30 pm – I realised it was already
dark. Scandinavian winters are brutal on your biological
clock. Before getting chilly, I got myself into the
National Gallery - right before it would close for two
years to transition to the new National Museum in

2020 - to take a look at Edvard Munch’s The Scream:
almost as famous as the Mona Lisa, but far fewer
tourists blocking your view. After having some drinks
in the self-proclaimed worst bar in the world – that
sadly and ironically closed down a month later – I got
into bed for an early rise. The next morning, I took the
bus towards the famous Viking Ship Museum. Here,
three almost perfectly preserved Viking long ships
are on display, and a 3D-projection on the walls takes
you straight back to their dark and dangerous days. A
wonderful museum this is. It should be on everyone’s
schedule during an Oslo visit.

Attention to detail
After my lovely one day holiday, it was time to get
back to business, meet the rest of the group and start
the programme. But before I get into that, I would
like to take a minute and tell you about how VisitOslo
approached to organisation of the event. Everything

was extremely well handled. The schedule was full but
never felt like we were rushing. The convention bureau
people treated us like friends instead of clients. Contact
was warm and personal. Lots of little details were paid
attention to. A VIPeace app had the entire schedule and
every participant’s details on it.
VisitOslo had provided me with codes for the Oslo
Pass, allowing me to get into every museum and on all
public transport for free with my phone. A high speed
train ticket was waiting for me at the airport, taking
me to the city centre in minutes. The latest Jo Nesbo
thriller was included in my press pack. A novel by a
local author instead of the usual folders no one reads:
how cool is that? Every day I entered my Scandic St.
Olavs Plass room (241 rooms, 21 meeting rooms for
500 pax max, a nice restaurant on the ground floor) a
new present was waiting for me. I don’t think I’ve often
felt more welcome on a trip.

A workshop and a concert
The programme started at the Gamle Museet: a
conference venue in the former Museum of Modern
Art. It has a 1,200m2 exhibition floor and can host
events for up to 600 people. The group (25 buyers and
4 journalists) had a chance to meet the local suppliers
here, in a setup that looked very much like our own
speed-date events.
Mathilde from VisitOslo’s communications department
snuck out with the journalists after a while though, to
take us to the Peace Concert in front of the City Hall.
This turned out to be a beautiful and multicultural
music festival honouring this year’s Peace Prize
winners who were seated on stage – and were
possibly getting a little chilly, seeing one of them came
from Congo.
Later, dinner was served in Bygdøy Allé 3: a large and
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beautifully decorated restaurant with several spaces
available for private functions. Dinner was superb, and
after a nightcap we returned to the hotel. Tomorrow
promised to be an interesting day.

A walk in the park
When we woke up the following morning, a brave
winter sun had risen over Oslo. The perfect conditions
for a walk into the Vigelandpark: a huge and fantastic
sculpture park and one of the highlights of every
Oslo visit. Hundreds of statues are on display in this
beautiful park, all made by the same man: local sculptor
Gustav Vigeland. The statues are amazing: some of
them full of emotion, some of them quite provocative
and others simply hilarious. My favourite is the one
picturing a grown man frantically fighting off a couple
of babies. I would put it on my front lawn if I had one.
Our next stop was the Fram Museum, found on the
same peninsula as the Viking Ship Museum. This large
hall houses the original ship used for some of the first
polar explorations around the turn of the previous
century. The wooden ship is fully intact and quite

impressive. It can be entered to check out the former
living quarters and can be used for events as well.
Receptions and even dinners can be held right on the
deck and the food will be polar themed to enhance the
experience. Quite a unique venue if you’re looking for
something different.
The last stop before lunch was the Nobel Peace Center.
Things were frantic here, since this was the day of the
ceremony. We got a short private tour through the
The Body is a Battlefield photo exhibition on the two
winners. Considering the topic, this was quite haunting.
Nadia Murad is a young Yazidi woman who escaped
from the clutches of ISIS after months of abuse. Denis
Mukwege is a Congolese doctor who operated on
thousands of sexual abuse and mutilation victims. Two
brave people who deserve our admiration. Definitely go
for a visit if you can.

A night at the Opera
A short but lovely bento box lunch was served to
us in the beautiful Hotel Continental: a wonderfully
authentic venue in the city centre offering 153 rooms,
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Hotel Continental and its Theater Café

12 meeting and banquet rooms and the famous
Theater Café. Later that evening we headed to the Oslo
Opera House: one of the newest and most impressive
landmark in the capital. We got the grand tour and
visited the impressive main hall (1364 seats), the
backstage where the dancers were getting ready for
the next performance, and the costume department
where we saw how the dazzling outfits were made.
This is an astonishing building. It’s located right on
the waterside and is shaped like an iceberg. You can
walk straight up the roof from the street side for a
wonderful city view. Watch out when it’s freezing
though. The snow gets very slippery. I fell flat on my
ass on a return visit two days later, and I had the
bruises to prove it.
Afterwards, we headed to the Central Station to join
the Torch Walk of Peace. Thousands of people walked
through the main street, all carrying a burning torch
for peace to honour the laureates who were waving
from the Grand Hotel’s balcony. Our dinner was served
here as well. The Grand is another splendid classic
venue offering 283 rooms, a rooftop bar, a wine cellar
available for events, meeting rooms for up to 100
people and of course the Grand Café on the street side.
The evening ended with a night cap at the summit bar
on top of the Radisson Scandinavia – one of the city’s
highest buildings. The view was great, especially from

the gentlemen’s toilets where the wall were made
entirely out of glass. Better not get pee shy there I
guess.

A leap of faith
Another sunny morning would give the group’s most
daring buyers a chance to shine. We were taken to
Holmenkollen, the hill you can see from the city centre.
This is the gateway to a large outdoor area where
locals go hiking and cross country skiing. It is also
home to the famous Holmenkollen ski jump. Ski jump
incentives can obviously not be booked here, for the
simple reason it would probably kill your delegates. You
can zipline down the ramp in summer though, which is
also quite exhilarating.
Since the jump is used by professionals in winter, we
were given another option. A team of climbers was
waiting for us at the top of the building, and they
wanted us to rappel all the way down to the ground by
ourselves. This of course made half of the delegates
pee their pants, but a brave few – yes, me too
ofcourse, I am a manly man – took up the challenge.
Climbing over the edge in the howling wind, having to
trust your rope and letting go takes a serious leap of
faith to be honest, but I’d do it again in an instant. What
a memorable activity for adventurous groups.
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Lunch was served at Scandic Holmenkollen Park: a
great, traditional hotel with lots of warm tones and
wood in its design. This is where all celebs book when
they visit the area. Apparently Justin Bieber even
stayed here once, which caused a pack of pre-teen girls
to try and scale the walls. The hotel comes with 343
rooms, 30 meeting rooms (the largest with a capacity
for 800 guests) and several restaurants. We were
presented with a buffet that had all the Scandinavian
classics on display. Very yummy.

An evening to remember
Our last night started with a visit to the City Hall: a
strangely brutal but impressive venue that had just
hosted the Peace Prize ceremony. We were welcomed
by a busy staff still cleaning the place and by Kamzy
Gunaratnam: the friendly Deputy Mayor of Oslo. After
some speeches, a reception and a guided tour we
were herded back outside to set sail on the Oslofjord
in a Norway Yacht Charter sailing ship to see the city
lights float by. It was a romantic but slightly chilly trip
towards the last location of the day.
The Chitra House is one of Oslo’s most exclusive event
venues, and one of its best kept secrets as well. It’s
a fantastically decorated mansion built by a wealthy
Indian businessman in honour of his deceased wife.

It comes with multiple luxurious salons and bars, a
glorious dining room with a huge table and a very
quirky meditation room on the top floor. Dinner was
fantastic, and so was the company. Our last drink
together was shared listening to a beautiful piano and
violin concert. Afterwards, some of the most lively
VisitOslo people made plans to head into the city’s
nightlife and visit some cocktail bars, but my belly
was full and my head was tired, so I said my goodbyes
and called it a day in favour of another early walk in
the morning. Sometimes, you just have to have the
courage to say no, right?
Before I arrived, I didn’t know much about Oslo. It
was a bit of a dark spot on my map of Europe. It
turned out to be a very surprising destination. People
are warm and friendly, everything runs incredibly
smoothly and there’s a wide collection of venues, sites
and activities to discover. It’s one of the continent’s
fastest developing cities and it is quickly growing as an
incentive destination as well. Give it some thought next
time you’re looking to take a group up north. It is very
much worth it.

Published on www.bbtonline.eu in February 2019.
Like our reports? Like our Facebook page as well!

Jessica Grifgnee – Bid Manager, Cecoforma

The programme gave me a very good glimpse
of Oslo. The city feels neat and clean, and has a
welcoming atmosphere.
Oslo is rich in history as well, and offers a nice
mix of old and new. I enjoyed both the food and
the venues we saw.

Annie Kristi Korsmo – Director Meetings and Events
VisitOslo

My only concern is that it might just be a bit too
expensive for European public institutions (my
clients). But for B2B or for incentive events, I
think it’s perfect. So much diversity is possible in
a single day. In just a few hours you can enjoy a
number of different experiences.

Oslo is one of Europe’s hidden gems. We’re a compact
city focused on sustainability and wellbeing, and we
try to offer genuine and unique experiences. We see
ourselves as Oslo enthusiasts and want to pass the
love we have for our city on to our clients.
Our capital is one of the fastest developing cities in
Europe. By 2020, we will have 2,500 extra hotel rooms
ready. We will need them too, since we host more than
300 international events each year.
The perception is that we’re a very expensive destination, and in some aspects this is true. But if you look at
the total cost of an event, you will find us very competitive. Catering is not cheap, but the total package
might be way less expensive than you think.”
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